I. **Community input**
   A. (crickets)
   B. If you are reading this, come to our Committee meetings next semester and come interview to be a Support Officer in the Fall!

**Officer Reports**

II. **Chair:**
   A. NA

III. **VCE:**
   A. Finals Pushes! Thanks everyone that signed up
   B. Continue to sign up and spread the word, make everyone feel happy

IV. **VCCR:** Partnerships with MRC
   A. History of Honor, met with CLAS ’61 grad
   B. No new sponsorships

V. **VCI:**
   A. 4 new reports
   B. 1 CMD
   C. 1 IR
   D. Expecting 4 IRs
   E. ~Potential~ I Panels

VI. **VCH**
   A. Student found NG
   B. All cases not in CMD from 2017 exhausted
   C. Almost done with case processing this summer!
   D. NOTE: Honor case processing officially shuts down this Tuesday, starts back up first day of classes in fall

VII. **William Donnell COMM:** Professor has concerns about diploma giving and having I-Panels on standby to process cases during finals that come up
   A. Answer: Depends on Reporter availability for initial interview as well as the IR period of 7 days
   B. Going as fast as we can for all cases because of due process. I Panel is fine to schedule but it depends on the speediness of the investigation

VIII. **SOAL**
   A. New SSOs!

New Business

IX. **Support Officer Recruitment Strategies**
   A. Kevin Warshaw – What UJC looks for in recruits (especially first years)
      i. Diversity of applicants
      ii. Ways of reaching out
      iii. Flyering/chalking – not the most effective way of interacting with people
      iv. Need to be willing to reach out to people
      v. Initial poll of applicants – extending the application deadline to get a more diverse pool of applicants
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vi. Reaching out personally to people – texting, emailing, RAs, connecting with people directly
vii. Dividing SO pools – having education/outreach separate
viii. Making sure education role is emphasized as important

B. Harper “Boots on the Ground” North – HRL Vice Chair for Selections
   i. Marketing is a very big priority – spend an entire semester on it
   ii. Target different groups, community style events – Large info sessions can be intimidating
   iii. Reach out to friends, also be very intentional about how you portray yourself as an organization
   iv. Essay and interview because people have different strength
   v. People selected that are explicitly dedicated to reading applications

Subcommittee/Working Group Reports

X. P&P, FAC, and ASWG
   A. Nothing

XI. Assessment & Data Management
   A. Demographic Work – Timeliness
   B. Collect Data and Analyze Data – not an investigative report
   C. Looking to recreate a demographic form
   D. Looking at crunching numbers beyond a spreadsheet, but also looking at making the numbers accessible
   E. Taking a lot of weight off of the VCI in terms of data collection
   F. Education and Outreach Effectiveness – Keeping track of what events are effective, not effective
   G. Outreach – logging data for Facebook views

XII. Representative Reports
   A. GBUS – Darden SO recruitment, help from Committee Members
   B. ARCH – Chrette: A School outreach event (A School Hell Week) if anyone wants to help
   C. NURS – Nursing School Picnic, Honor swag
   D. SEAS – 6 most recent reports from the Engineering School

XIII. Small Group Brainstorming for Recruitment Outreach

XIV. Community input
   A. (crickets)
   B. If you are reading this, come to our Committee meetings next semester and come interview to be a Support Officer in the Fall!